Measured change in protein solvation with substrate binding and turnover.
Osmotic stress is used to measure solvation changes that accompany the conformational changes of an active enzyme. For hexokinase both the equilibrium dissociation constant and the kinetic Michaelis-Menten constant for glucose vary linearly, and to the same extent, with the activity of water in the protein medium, as adjusted with large molecular weight (> 2000) osmolytes. The variation over the whole osmotic pressure range studied indicates that glucose binding is accompanied by the release of at least 65 +/- 10 water molecules, and this is reversed on enzyme turnover. The results indicate that near the physiological range of pressures the number may be higher. Most of this water, which behaves like an inhibitor, likely comes from the cleft which is induced to close around the substrate. Such large dehydration/rehydration reactions during turnover imply a significant contribution of solvation to the energetics of the conformational changes. Osmotic stress is a method of general applicability to probe water's contribution to functioning molecules.